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* 1.0 INTRODUCTION

This final report describes MBA development engineering

effort and the results achieved under Contract DAAK10-79-0040. The

purpose of this effort has been to determine methods for producing a

low cost practice fuze along with a spotting charge to provide realistic

year round training of military personnel and thereby reduce expenditure

of standard service ammunitions. (See Appendix A for requirements as

stated in contract).

Static and ballistic testing was conducted with a number of

spotting charge candidates, ARRADCOM's desensitized Photoflash, Ordnance

Research Inc's Red Phosphate composition and MBA's TiCl4, all of which

were loaded into modified P.D., M739 fuzes.

The ARRADCOM SW522 spotting charge produced the most reliable

smoke cloud on the target and was the final selected candidate. The use

of the P.D., M739 fuze, which is in production, produced the XM747 configur-

ation, which offered a definite cost saving for this program by eliminating

the need to manufacture costly hardware.

MBA received a contract modification in February 1980 to load

and assemble 576 XM747E2 practice fuzes for testing at Ft. Sill and ARRADCOM.

2.0 BACKGROUND

During the time period between notice of award and contract

award ("4 year), ARRADCOM had made significant progress on an in-house

development program for the XM747 (M739) practice fuze and spotting charge;

see Figure 1. The ARRADCOM work prior to MBA involvement was as follows:

1. Development of 3 candidate photoflash smoke

compositions.

2. Ballistic and lethality testing conducted for the

smoke compositions using a modified M557 fuze.

3. Fuzes had been modified and loaded with spotting

charges and were sent to Yuma Proving Grounds for

testing in late January 1979.
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4. 1,500 P.D., M739 fuzes were being modified by

Honeywell for the X747 fuze program.

5. A plastic mold had been made for the smoke

container (see Figures 2A & 2B).

6. Work had been started on a preliminary design

for an all plastic version of the fuze (see

Figure 3).

With the XK747 fuze development being as far along as it

was, it was agreed that MBA would continue the initial effort by analyzing

and testing non-conventional spotting charges such as Titanium Tetrachloride

(TiC14 Cold Smoke). MBA would also upgrade the P.D., M739 fuze design and

develop an adaptable plastic settable ogive to satisfy the requirements for

the XM746 fuze and further develop the low cost all plastic fuze.

3.0 MBA PRELIMINARY CONFIGURATION

A baseline configuration, see Figure 4, was a modified P.D., M739

fuze and the possible use of TiCl4 as a spotting marker, see Table 1 for

physical properties, and BKNO3 for the expulsion charge. The TICl4 was to be

contained in either a glass vial and sealed with a teflon cap or an all metal

container. The BKNO3 is in granular form and sealed in a plastic container.

The plastic settable ogive is set in a radial groove. The O.D. of the groove

* would be rolled over with sufficient pressure to contain the ogive and let the

ogive rotate when a minimum torque of 75-in. lb. is applied. The detonator

* assembly P/N 9258613 is the standard super-quick detonator.

The baseline configuration shown in Figure 5 is an all

* plastic molded version of the fuze. Its main features are a snap-on

settable ogive retained by a square wire spring clip and a friction surface

to produce the required torque setting, and 300 aft canted smoke ports.

The main features are as follows:

1. A large payload.

2. A short function time due to a decreased

length of the spit tube.

3
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TABLE 1

TITANIUM TETRACHLORIDE - TiCl4

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Chemical Formula TiCl4
Molecular Weight 189.7

Color, Form clear liquid

Melting Point -300C

Boiling Point 136,4°C

Specific Gravity (20°C) 1.726

Density (lbs./gal.) 14.4

Stability decomposes in the presence of

moist air

SPECIFICATIONS (Weston, Michigan Plant)

Titanium, wt.Z 25.0 minimum

Chlorine, wt.% 74.0 minimum

Color 50 maximum

Metal Analysis, ppm

Tin (Sn) 10 max. Chromium (Cr) 5 max.
Aluminum (Al) 10 max. Antimony (Sb) 5 max.
Iron (Fe) 15 max. Arsenic (As) 10 max.
Vanadium (V) 10 max. Lead (Pb) 1 max.
Silicon (Si) 10 max. Nickel (Ni) 5 max.
Copper (Cu) 5 max.

SAFETY AND HAN~DLING

Titanium tetrachloride must be maintained under inert atmosphere.
Nitrogen containing less than 10 ppm of oxygen is recommended. Expo-
sure to moisture in the air generates hydrochloric acid and titanium
dioxide. Refer to the titanium tetrachloride "Product Safety Infor-
mation" sheet for safety information, and to the Stauffer brochure

"* "A Guide to Cylinder Unloading."

THE ABOVE INFORMATION REPRODUCED FROM STAUFFER CHEMICALS PRODUCT
"4 DATA SHEET

8
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3. An increased amount of smoke over the target

area due to the force created by the projectile

deceleration rate on impact.

3.1 Model

MBA modified a P.D., M739 fuze body to accept a plastic

settable ogive, per Figure 4, for a preliminary design model. The

model was presented to ARRADCOM for evaluation.

4.0 PROGRAM REQUIREMENT CHANGES

As a result of a meeting held at ARRADCOM in March with

users and staff in which the past performance of the practice fuze was

reviewed, the following requirement changes were made:

• The range was increased for observer viewing (un-aided

eye) to 4,000 meters. This distance was based on infantry being between

the impact point and this range. Work on the E4746 version was thereby

stopped.

J* The general concensus of the users was that there would

be sufficient training with tactical ammunition (30%) to preclude the

need for an MT type simulated fuze; therefore, only a P.D. configured

J training fuze was required, Work on the XM746 version was thereby stopped.

o A sound signature was eliminated as a hard requirement

but retained as a desired feature to back-up the visible signature.

a The visible signatures observed during ballistic testing
in January were generally considered inadequate and further fuze testing

was to be conducted with increased capacity smoke charges.

5.0 HARDWARE & ANALYSIS

5.1 ARRADCOM Configurations

The XK747 (M739) fuze assembly, shown in Figure 6, was

developed by ARRADCOM. The modified P.D., M739 fuze body has 4 holes

(smoke ports) drilled in the rear of the body and consisted of the following

unmodified components:

o NOSE CAP P/N 9298909

o CROSS BAR & HOLDER ASSEMBLY P/N 9258622

>10
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@ FIRING PIN AND HOUSING DETONATOR ASSEMBLY P/N 9258613

o SETTING SLEEVE ASSEMBLY P/N 9258625

* SPACER P/N 9225115

o CLOSING SCREW P/N 9258611

o BOOSTER CUP P/N 9258607

The pyrotechnic spotting charge is loaded into plastic

containers (sealed with epoxy), see Figure 7. The assembly is held in

place with the closing screw and spacer and contained by the booster

cup and plug. The system functions as follows:

The detonator is initiated on impact; the energy from the

detonator is transferred down the spit tube penetrating the plastic cup

and igniting the spotting charge, which is then expelled through the smoke

ports.

The event was designed to take place in less than 2 milli-

seconds from impact to signal display from the smoke ports.

The design was statically and ballistically tested. The

results were poor to non-spotting of the smoke cloud at the target area.

In an effort to improve performance, two major configuration changes were

made. The first was to increase the length of the spotting charge container

by 1.165 inches which increased the spotting charge material by - 58%. The

second change was the addition of dimples in the cup and cap to decrease

the penetration resistance of the assembly and thereby decrease the function

time, see Figures 8A and 8B.

Also, two smoke ports were added to the fuze body, bringing

the total to six, see Figure 9. The addition of the holes in the fuz&

body required spacers in the booster cup to prevent rupturing of the booster

cup. This configuration was determined by tests conducted at Yuma Proving

Grounds.
'4J

The final configuration under this contract involved the

t removal of smoke ports from the fuze body and addition of four 0.5 inch dia-

meter ports in the 155mm XM804 projectile 19 inches back from the nose.

12
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Initially, the holes were drilled radially but in the final design they

were canted 450 to the rear of the projectile, see Figure 10. With this

configuration the booster cup base is ruptured and the spotting charge

ejects through the projectile smoke ports. The spacers in the booster cup

were removed to facilitate the base failure mode. Also considered was a

combination of spacers in the booster cup with smoke ports in the fuze body

and projectile to eject smoke from both the projectile and fuze, (see

Section 6.0 Testing - MBA Static Testing). The final configuration was brought

about as a result of the MBA static test and ARRADCOM and MBA's estimate of

the worst case and most rapid burial condition for the 155mm projectile,

see Figure 11. This condition exists in deeply saturated light sand soils.

The ARRADCOM model predicts coverage of the smoke ports located 19 inches

back on the projectile 1.8 milliseconds after impact. MBA analysis indicates

burial in = 2.0 milliseconds.

With the choked flow gases exiting at Mach 1 and the ports

canted back 450, the gases will have a net forward velocity component

approximately 1/3 that of the shell at the critical period when they flow

into the circular cavity between the shell and ejected from impact.

5.2 ARRADCOM Spotting Charges

For the spotting charge, ARRADCOM developed a family of

desensitized photoflash composition (see Table 2) designated as SW Smoke

Compositions. The SW522, also described as MOD "E", produced the best

smoke cloud and function time and proved to be a relatively safe material

to handle (see Table 3 for sensitivity data).

Other spotting charges considered by ARRADCOM were Ordnance

Research Inc's (ORI) composition and Baldwin Electronic Inc's (BEI) compo-

sition.

The ORI composition, a proprietary composition, proved to

be slow in function time and a sensitive material (see Table 3). Variations

of the composition were statically and ballistically tested throughout

the program.

The BEI composition was subject to one set of ballistic

testing in April. The results were poor and it was no longer considered. a candidate material. 17
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5.3 MBA Hardware

The configuration shown in Figures 12A & B, P/N SK40679, is the

initial MBA design using TiCl4 for the spotting marker and BKNO for an
4 3

ejection charge. TiCl4 reacts with moisture in the air to produce Titanium

Dioxide (TiO2) and Hydrogen Chloride (HC1). The TiO 2 appears as a dense

white smoke while the HC1 is rapidly dispersed. Exposure to large quantities

of TiCl4 can be harmful; however, the material is primarily considered to

be an irritant. While TiCl is corrosive, it is compatible with a number of
4

materials, including teflon, epoxy and low carbon steel.

The TiCl4 was loaded into teflon containers and mechanically

sealed with an "0" ring (see Figure 13).

To maximize the volume of the TiCl4, a special BKNO3 container

was fabricated in lieu of using existing GFE spotting containers (see Figure

14). The ejection charge container was loaded with 3.9 grams of granulated

BKNO3 and sealed with epoxy. This configuration, along with SW522 and ORI
smoke candidates, was ballistically tested at Yuma Proving Grounds in April

and all received low ratings.*

Locating the smoke ports in the projectile body provided

the opportunity to increase the TiCl4. Because the SW522 (MOD "E") spotting

charge displayed excellent function time and its visual properties would

enhance the TiCl4 display, it was decided to use the SW522 composition to

expel the TiCl and eliminate the BKNO expulsion charge.
4 3
Two TiCl4 container designs were considered and identified

as configurations A & B. The A configuration contained approximately 22 cc

of TiCl4 and 47 grams of MOD "E" expulsion charge loaded into the GFE smoke

container (see Figure 15). The "A" configuration was rejected due to the

fact it projected beyond the rear of the fuze body which would cause pack-

aging problems in the event of a future production program.

VI The "B" configuration, P/N 116041-500, was designed to be

completely contained within the fuze body (see Figures 16A & B). To accomplish

this, it was necessary to reduce the TiCl4 spotting charge to 18 cc and

* This test series resulted in the decision by ARRADCOM to move the smoke

ports to the projectile as well as evaluate fuze/projectile smoke port

combinations.

22
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reduce the SW522 expulsion charge to 27 grams.

The TiCl4 container utilized the GFE booster cup along with

a fabricated closure. The fill port was mechanically sealed with an "0"

ring and then painted with epoxy sealant. The expulsion charge container

was reduced by 3/4 inches. The "B" configuration was statically tested

at MBA in September and ballistically tested at Ft. Lewis in December with

fair to excellent results (see Section 6.0 for test results).

In an attempt to achieve decreased function time, the standard

production fuze cross bar assembly was removed and the firing pin, housing

and super-quick detonator assembly were moved forward (see Figure 17), at the

suggestion of ARRADCOM. This configuration was ballistically tested at

Ft. Sill in June with little, if any, improvement when fired into a soft,

muddy target area.

5.4 Analysis for Ballistic Testing

A stress analysis of the critical components, i.e., the

booster cup base and the cup/body interface was performed. The results

show adequate margins of safety for safe operation (see Appendix B). In

lieu of actual data on internal pressure required to separate or fail the

cup base during detonation, an unexpected bursting pressure was calculated.

Factors of safety used in the margin of safety calculations

were 1.15 applied to the yield allowable and 1.5 applied to the ultimate

allowable. These values are standard aerospace practice. Because of the

extremely high acceleration forces of set-back loads, the actual margins of

safety during normal handling operations are far in excess of hazardous

material requirements.

The methods, referenced in the analysis, are standard prac-

rice and should not cause concern over their validity. As demonstrated in

the analysis, the minimum margin of safety occurred at the cup base material

thickness transition from 0.040 inches to 0.104 inches. This margin is 0.80

on yield which represents a stress level 80 percent below the material allow-

able when reduced by the yield factor of safety. The most critical area is

therefore approximately twice as strong as required to support the worst case

loading.

30
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The analysis also predicts a bursting pressure of 10,500

psi which appears to be compatible with good performance during the deton-

ation event. Although actual pressures are not known, they are anticipated

to be in the order of 20,000 psi, if totally contained. This two to one

pressure ratio is comfortable for reliable failure expectation.

6.0 TESTING

6.1 ARRADCOM Tests at Yuma Proving Grounds

ARRADCOM conducted ballistic tests* at Yuma Proving Grounds

in late January 1979 to evaluate three ARRADCOM developed spotting charges

and photoflash.

The modified M739 (XM747) fuzes containing the spotting

charges (see Figure 1) were tested on the XM804 155mm training projectile.

Trajectory evaluations were also made for ballistic similitude with the

M167 inert projectile with T2 charge and the M557 fuze.

Observers and 16mm and video cameras were stationed at

1,000 to 1,800 meters from the impact area. The spotting charges were

rated as poor, as reported by ARRADCOM (see Table 4 for test results,

conclusions and recommendations). Ballistic similitude was achieved.

The next set of tests were conducted in late April 1979

at Yuma Proving Grounds. These tests incorporated the following modific-

ation to the January hardware. The nose cap was removed from the XM747

(M739) fuze and three charge weights were used in single, double and triple

cups. This was accomplished by joining standard cups and assemblying

them into the XM747 fuze, with four smoke ports. (See Figure 19 for typical

double and triple charge configurations).

Between January and April tests, ARRADCOM modified the smoke

compositions designating the new blends MOD "D" (PE 54) and MOD "E" SW522

(see Table 5).

II

Test information provided by ARRADCOM
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TABLE 4

VISUAL FUNCTIONAL RESULTS
XH804 TRNG PROJ w/MOD M739 FUZE

SPOTTER COMPOSITIONS

M107
MOD A MOD B MOD C ( 4804 Inert w/T2

VISUAL DATA SW-59 SW-466 SW521 PF I) W/M557 Chi & 4557

Dust, Flash & Smoke - - - 4 1 35

Dust & Smoke 12 14 6 1 15

Unobserved 6 3 3 - 2

Total Fired 8 15 17 10 2 52

Dist to Impact (Avg) 1650M 1450M 1450M 1450M 1300M 1650M

Degree of Vis- Poor Poor Poor Fair Poor Good
ibility (2)

(1) PF-Photoflash Charge

(2) Impact areas varied due to ballistic similitude testing of XM804 vs M107
Proj which was conducted at several Zones and QE's. However, visibility
of the smoke (A, B & C) compositions were considered poor even when the
impact areas were clearly visible, twelve impacts were spotted using a 7
power scope from four different towers. Desert growth 6 to 10 feet high
obscured the impact on a few rounds fired.

CONCLUSIONS:

The modified M739 fuzes with four different spotting charge compositons
did not meet the LOA visibility requirement of being equal to a fully
loaded 105MM, HE projectile.

Visibility by the naked eye of the three smoke compositions "A", "B"
and "C" was considered poor, especially at high angles of impact. No
flash was observed on any of these smoke compositions during daytime ob-servation. Twelve of the rounds were unobserved even when looking through

* a 7 power scope.

The fuze with the photoflash composition was more visible than the fuzes
with smoke composition. All ten fuzes tested were observed an4 six out
of ten had both flash and smoke. However, the signature produced was not
equal to a 105MM HE round. As a matter of fact, the photoflash did not
produce a signature as good as the 155MM M107 inert with a T2 supplementaty
charge which was fired alternately as a control round.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

The practice fuze impact sensitivity should be increased to provide
a level of sensitivity at least equal to the M557 PD Fuze*.

The modified M739 fuzes used in this test were the less sensitive
nose cap version. This probably caused the fuze to penetrate the
ground slightly before functioning, obscuring the flash and/or smoke.

A larger amount of spotting charge composition should be used to
produce more flash and/or smoke for better visibility.

Previous testing of a modified M557 Fuze containing the same photo-

flash charge had a signature equivalent to the inert 155MM projectile

with a T2 supplementary charge.

!9

EXTRACTED FROM TRIP REPORT OF W. ERCK (ARRADCOM) DATED JANUARY 28, 1979.
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Also submitted for evaluation were two compositions by

Ordnance Research Inc. (ORI) and two compositions by Baldwin Electronics

Inc. (BEI). The initial TiCl 4/BKNO 3 design was the final configuration

being evaluated during this test series (see Figure 20).

Static tests were conducted at MBA prior to this Yuma test

series to evaluate TiCI 4 as a spotting charge. The tests were conducted

with 5.8cc of TiCl4 and 2.2gm's of BKNO 3 charge contained in a test fixture,

(see Figure 21). The daytime testing produced a sizable cloud about 25 ft.

high and about 10 ft. in diameter (see Figure 22). The night test produced

a base flash with a moderate size greenish cloud (see Figure 23). The event

lasted a few seconds.

The ballistic evaluation testing of the spotting charge cand-

idates was conducted over a two day period. The selected test area was flat

and consisted of dry desert sand with light brush. ARRADCOM, ORI, Ft. Sill

and MBA personnel were present for the tests. Observers were stationed at

2,000; 2,500 and 4,000 meters with video cameras at 2,000 and 4,000 meters.

The XM0747 fuzes were assembled to the M107-155mm inert loaded

projectiles.

The spotting charges were fired in groups of five the first

day and in alternate order the second day for better comparison of the

smoke cloud on impact (see Table 6).

Because the target area was dry and sandy a large dust cloud

was created at projectile impact making it difficult to distinguish the

smoke cloud from the dust. However, the MOD "E" did produce a flash on

some impacts, visible at 2,000 meters and with a signature rated by the

observers to be somewhat better than the MBA, ORI or BEI spotting charges.

Therefore, the MOD "E" was selected for the baseline spotting charge.
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TABLE 5

DESCRIPTION OF
PYROTECHNIC SMOKE COMPOSITIONS

MOD "D11 MOD "Ell
PF54 SW522

Ingredient % By Wt. % by Wt. Spec.

Zinc Dust 40 + 1 JAN-Z-365

Potassium Perchlorate 20 +I 0.5 MIL-P-217A, GrA, C14

Potassium Nitrate 20 + 0.5 MIL-P-15613 C1 2

Barnium Nitrate 60%

Aluminum (Atomized) 40% 20 + 0.5 MIL-P-14067A Type II
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,-.650 DIA X I" DEEP
.38 IN3

5.86 CC OF TiCL4
(13.16 GRAMS BY WT rlCL4)

+00

*KNO 3
.420 DIA X .527 LO
(2.2 GRAMS BY WT)

ELECTRICAL
DETONATOR
PETN. 5 GRAINS

-10 FT CAMERA COVERAGE

1 mm SET* 48 FPS B&W

35mmn B&W -SHUTTER SPEED 1000

FIRST TEST 2:00 P. M. - BRIGHT SUNNY DAY

WINO - 10 MPH

SMOKE CLOUD

-20 - 25 FT

FIGURE 21
TiCL 4 TEST SET-UP
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I FIGURE 22
PRACTICE FUZE SMOKE CLOUD
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FIGURE 23
TiCL 4 NIGHT TEST 
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TABLE 6

TEXT MATRIX
Lesend

MOD D - ARRADCOM

MOD E - ARRADCOM

MOD F - MBA

MOD J - ORI

MOD K - ORI

MOD L - MOD "E"/TiC14

MOD G - BEI

MOD H - BEI

TESTING - YPG 4/23/79

MOD "D" - 5 eachMOD "E" - 5 each
4 MOD "F" - 5 each - single charge

MOD "G" - 5 each
MOD "H" - 5 each
MOD "J" - 5 each

MOD "J" - 5 each double charge
MOD "K" - 5 each d

I. MOD "E" Double Cups
2. MOD "E"
3. MOD "J" Double Cups
4. MOD "J" Triple Cups
5. MOD "K" Double Cups
6. MOD "K" Triple Cups

1. MOD "C" Triple Cups
2. MOD "D" Double Cups
3. MOD "E" Double Cups
4. MOD "C" Triple Cups
5. MOD "J" Double Cups
6. MOD "J" Triple Cups

'k 7. MOD "L" Triple Cups
8. MOD "K" Double Cups
9. MOD "K" Triple Cups
10. MOD "C" Triple Cups
11. MOD "C" Triple Cups

NOTE: MOD "C" TiCl 4 with triple MOD "E" charge
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

TESTING - YPG 4/24/79

1. MOD "K" Double Cups
2. MOD "K" Double Cups
3. MOD "K" Double Cups
4. MOD "K" Double Cups
5. MOD "K" Double Cups

1. MOD "D" Double Cups
2. MOD "E" Double Cups

3. MOD "J" Double Cups
4. MOD "J" Triple Cups
5. MOD "K" Double Cups
6. MOD "K" Triple Cups

1. MOD "D" Double Cups
2. MOD "E" Double Cups

3. MOD "J" Double Cups
4, MOD "J" Triple Cups
5. MOD "K" Double Cups
6. MOD "K" Triple Cups

1. MOD "D" Double Cups
2. MOD "E" Double Cups
3. MOD "J" Double Cups
4. MOD "J" Triple Cups
5. MOD "K" Double Cups
6. MOD "K" Triple Cups
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In addition to the ballistic test, static tests were con-

ducted on the XM747 fuze assembled to the M107 projectile and loaded with

a triple charge of approximately 50 grams of MOD "E". The assemblies were

tested at AMB -400F and +140 0 F. The tests revealed that a minimum of six

holes (smoke ports) would Be required in the fuze body and two spacers in

the booster cup were needed to prevent rupturing of the booster cup. The last

day of testing was devoted to checking the aerodynamic effects of the projectile

with a premature fuze function. This was accomplished by modifying the M1

delay plunger assembly to achieve an air burst. The air burst fuzes were

loaded with double charges of MOD "E" and assembled to 155mm, M107 projectiles.

There were no noticable aerodynamic effects caused by early fuze functioning.

A discussion of the range conditions revealed that Ft. Sill would

better simulate actual training conditions. It was agreed the further testing

of the XM747 fuze with MOD "E" charge would be conducted in June 1979 at Ft. Sill.

6.2 Tests at Fort Sill, Oklahoma

Ballistic testing of 24 - XM747 fuzes loaded with approximately

47 grams of the MOD "E" charge was conducted at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma during

June 1979 with the detonator modifications discussed in 5.3.

The day before the scheduled tests, 2.6 inches of rain fell on

the impact area (grass land) resulting in an extremely soft, muddy area.

As reported by the Ft. Sill personnel, the smoke signal from the test firings

into the muddy impact area was smothered by the impact medium and was either

minimal or not visible. The balance of the fuzes were fired into a firm hill-

side yielding reasonably observable signals.

Because of poor results from the Yuma Proving Grounds and

Ft. Sill tests, primary reconfiguration as well as minor refinements of

4i the design was agreed on. Four 1/2-inch holes were drilled 7.5 inches

from the base of the 155mm XM804 projectile to increase the time from impact

smoke port burial (see Figure 25). Also, minor changes were made to the ORI

and MOD "E" compositions in an attempt to increase their quickness. The

TiCl4 candidate design was modified by increasing the TiCl4 and replacing

the BKNO3 expulsion charge with a SW522 charge.
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6.3 MBA Static Tests

Static testing of a matrix of the modified designs was

conducted at MBA over an eight day period starting on 9 September. The

static tests had two objectives. The first was to determine static function

times. The second objective was to quantitize smoke cloud size and duration

of Ordnance Research Inc's (ORI) Type B and Type C charges, ARRADCOM MOD E

and MOD El charges and the MBA improved TiCi MOD E charge and define the
4

best smoke port configuration. Based on these test results, the best

performing ORI and ARRADCOM configuration, along with the TiCl4 configuration,

were carried forward for ballistic range testing at Ft. Lewis.

The hardware used in the testing was the M107 (155mm) Projectile

and XH747 Fuze. The GFE fuzes were received with six .437 diameter holes.

The holes were taped h-20 and screws were used, as necessary (see Figure 26),

to meet the test plan for 0, 3 & 6 holes in the fuze. The projectile had four

0.500 holes drilled radial into the body 7.500 in. from the base (see Figure 25).

MBA blended the ARRADCOM composition MOD E and El and loaded

the composition into GFE plastic containers (see Figure 27) to ARRADCOM spec-

ifications (see Table 7). The ARRADCOM and ORI charges were loaded as shown in

Figure 26. Two TiCl4 configurations designated A & B were tested (see Figures

28 and 29). The "A" configuration was rejected as previously discussed, due

to a conflict in packaging envelope.

ORI supplied their spotting charge "B" and "C" in sealed con-

tainers for the test.

A total of 54 tests of the various spotting charges and smoke

port configurations were conducted (see Table 8). The fuzes were assembled

to the M107 projectile, placed in a test fixture and fired with an electric

squib (see Figure 30).

ARRADCOM and Ft. Sill representatives witnessed the test

series and evaluated the spotting charges and hardware configurations.

The instrumentation and equipment used was as follows:

a. Molectron Model PR-100 electric radiometer, amplifier

and a CIC Model 5-124 recording oscillograph for

energy output of the spotting charge.
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TABLE 7

NOTES:

1. Spec MIL-A-2550 Applies.

2. Load with approximately 48 grams ARRADCOM smoke composition, MOD E,
as follows:

INGREDIENT % BY WT. PARTICLE SIZE SPEC

(MICRONS)

Zinc Dust 40 + 1 7 + 3 JAN-Z-365

Potassium Perchlorate 20 + 0.5 Per spec MIL-P-217A, GRA, CL 4

Potassium Nitrate 20 + 0.5 30 + 15 MIL-P-156B, CL 2

Aluminum (Atomized) 20 + 0.5 Per spec MIL-P-14067A, Type II

3. Advisory: Blend Smoke Composition Ingredients Use Globe or Ball Mill

Equipment.

4. Compact Charge, Spotting by Vibrating or Tamping in Cup, Spotting Charge,
9331828.

5. Secure Cover to Cup with 2 part Epoxy.

b
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b. Hy Cam Hi Speed 16am camera to record function

times.

c. Scoopic 16mm camera for film coverage of the

testing.

d. Velocity screens to a digital counter for instant-

aneous function time read out. See Figure 30 for

typical hook-up.

e. Agastat step timer to control function times

between cameras and fuze detonation (see Figure 31).

f. Walk-in oven for temperature conditioning of fuzes

to -30°F and +130°F for 12 hours (see Figure 32).

The first eleven tests were devoted primarily _o selecting

the best ARRADCOM and ORI spotting charge configuration.

The fuzes were assembled, as shown in Figure 26, except the

six holes were not plugged. Based on previous tests, two 0.050 steel

spacers were placed between the booster cup and the spotting charge to prevent

J rupturing the booster cup base. This was done to insure expelling the total

charge out of the fuze ports.

Based on visual observations, review of the 16mm film and

examination of function time data, see Table 8, ARRADCOM's MOD "E" was

selected over the MOD "El" because the mild detonating fuze (MDF) in the

* ~MOD "El" did not improve function time. ORI "C" was selected primarily on

the basis of more smoke than ORI "B" composition.

A series of tests were conducted to verify the distribution

of the spotting charge output between the fuze and projectile ports (see

Table 8). It was also necessary during this test series to determine the

need, if any, for a 0.050 steel spacer to slightly delay the rupturing of the

booster cup and distribute the spotting charge between the fuze and projectile

ports. During tests 12, 13, 15 & 17, (see Table 8) the booster cup did not

'4 rupture, as planned. Based on these results, it was concluded that the 0.050

spacer be removed for all future tests.
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FIGURE 32'
WALK IN OVEN
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In Tests No. 18 through 24 with the six fuze ports blocked

off, five of the cups ruptured (see Figure 33) and two of the fuze bodies

(Tests 22 and 24) had tensile failures in the area of smoke port (see

Figure 34). The failure was attributed to the modification of the fuze

(the addition of the six smoke ports) which removed about 70% of the

material in the area of the failure.

The decision was made to remove all the smoke ports from

the fuze body partially because of the structural failures but principally

as a result of reviewing the high speed films of the tests. These films

showed the ports contributed little, if anything, to the onset time or

size of the smoke cloud.

In comparing ORI "C" and MOD "E" cloud size and duration,

no major difference could be seen; however, the flash seemed to be more

intense coming from the ORI "C" charge. The MBA TiCl4/MOD "E" cloud, when

compared to ORI "C" and MOD "", was much more intense and its duration

considerably longer, in the order of 15-20 sec. compared to about 5-10 sec.

The film clips in Figure 35, A, B & C, show the typical spotting charge of

the MOD "E", ORI "C" and MBA TiCl4 exiting from the rear of the projectile

shortly after fuze function (MOD "E" at 10.0 MS, ORI "C", 14.0 MS and MBA
TiCl4 11.0 MS).

The temperature testing (-30°F and +1300F) showed no significant

change in function time or cloud size as compared to ambient temperature

results.

The TiCl4 "B" configuration containers were used in Tests 52,

53 and 54 with no noticable change in cloud size and function time, as com-

pared to the "A" configuration.

As a result of all testing, the smoke port configuration for

all candidates for ballistic testing at Ft. Lewis would have four smoke ports

located 7.50 inches from the projectile base and canted 45 towards the rear.

The XH747 (M739) fuze loaded with the spotting charge candidates would have

no smoke ports.
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FIGURE .33
TYPICAL BOOSTER & CUP RUPTURE

FIGURE 34
FUZE BODY FAILURE
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6.3.1 Radiometric Measurements

Radiometric measurements of selected static tests were

made in the 1.7-2.8 micron range and the 3-5 micron range. As reviewed

above, test equipment included Molectron PR-100 pyroelectric radiometers

with correction filters, instrumentation amplifiers with calibration

voltage sources, a CEC Model 5-124A recording oscillograph and a Barnes

Model 11-200T, 10000C black body source for calibration. This equipment,

shown in Figure 36, together with the measurement procedures, are described

in the MBA Radiometric Procedures MB-R-78/32, Rev. 1.

Because of the low total power produced, the radiometers

were moved as close as practical to the test fuze. Thl 7-1/2 degree field

of view permitted measurements at 40 feet.

In its simplest form the radiometer equation is:

2
I - CVR

where

-1
I - source intensity in w sr

C - radiometer calibration in

-1 -1 =2
wsr v ft

V - radiometer output voltage

R - source to radiometer distance in feet

2
The I/R dependence of voltage on intensity is a result of the fact that

the radiometer has no imaging optics and thus simply measures irradiance

(watts per square meter at the detector).

The radiometer response is a function of the wavelength

of the incident radiation. This is because the atmosphere between the

source and the radiometer; as well as the window, filter and detector,

have wavelength dependent responses.

The equation which describes the radiometer voltage

output for an irradiance of the radiometer by a monochromatic source
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1*
of wavelength y is

V (y) - E sVd (y) T (y) T (y) T fC)da w

where

-2

E - the irradiance in w m in the plane of the

detector in the absence of the radiometer

or an atmosphere.

2 -1

sVd (y) the spectral detector response in vm w

for a given level of irradiance at wavelength

y. The term Vd (y) is a relative response

of the system while s is a parameter that

reflects the radiometer sensitivity. It may

change with time or environment and thus makes

periodic calibration necessary.

Ta (y), Tw (y), and Tf (y) = respectively the spectral

transmittance of the atmosphere between the source

and the radiometer, the radiometer window,

and the radiometer filter.

The radiometric measurements were corrected for variations

in test conditions by the methods described in the Supplement to NBA

Radiometric Procedures, MB-TM-79/02, see Appendix B, dated 27 August 1979.

In addition, a correction for attenuation at the 40 foot range was made.

The energy in the measurement wavelength band was determined from the

area under the curve and by assuming that energy is emitted uniformly from

the source in all directions. The total energy of the source was then

estimated independently from each wavelength band by dividing the energy

in the wavelength band by the fraction of energy expected at that source

temperature as determined from the tables given in the referenced procedure.
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This assumes black body emission from the sources. The corrected peak

intensities, maximum temperature, output energy in each measurement wave-

length range, burn duration, burn delay after initiation and the total

blackbody energy estimate is given in Table 9. The ratio at the peak

intensity in each measurement wavelength range allows an estimate of

the maximum temperature (related to grey body temperature and atmospheric

conditions). The total energy estimate assumes that the source radiates

like a black body in all directions.

The atmospheric corrections and corrections for the source

temperature are relatively small and have a minor impact on results. The

latter correction was based on extrapolated curves from the previously

mentioned procedures on a very sensitive part of the curve. These correct-

ions could have been rerun with the Lowtran computer program for atmospheric

attenuation if they had a significant impact on the final result.

The error'in the final intensity measurements caused by

approximations made in the corrections for atmospheric conditions, source

temperature and the different measurement distance (compared to standard

procedure) should not exceed 10%. This is the same order of magnitude as

the basic measurement error.

6.4 Tests at Fort Lewis, Washington

The ballistic tests were conducted at Ft. Lewis, Washington,

on December 18 and 19, 1979.

The objective of the testing was to determine which of the

three spotting charge candidates, MOD "E", ORI or MBA, would reliably

produce the best visible smoke cloud in a muddy target area.

All spotting charges were loaded into XH747 fuzes (see Figure

37 for the MOD "E" and ORI configurations) and assembled to the four port

155mm, XM804 projectile (see Figure 38).

The testing was conducted in three phases. The first phase

was to eliminate either the MOD "E" or ORI spotting charge based on their

peformance; the best performance (MOD "E") was carried forward to Phase II

testing along with the MBA spotting charge. The Phase II testing yielded
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a final candidate for further evaluation in Phase III testing (see

Table 10).

To observe and score the spotting charges, observers were

stationed at 2000 and 4000 meters for Phase I and 1800 and 2000 meters

for Phases II and III testing. The observers were a mix of ARRADCOM, Ft.

Sill, Ft. Lewis, Chamberlin, MBA and Yuma Proving Ground personnel (see

Appendix C).

The scoring system for Phase I was complex. Two observers

used a number system while the five others used an alphabetical rating

system which related as follows: 1 & U - unobserved, 6 & E - excellent. For

the balance of the testing, observers used a numbering system 1 through 5

where 1 - unobserved and 5 - excellent. The spotting charges were fired in

an alternate order, MOD "E", ORI, MBA.

The tests were recorded on video tape and 16mm camera as

follows: Phase 1, 16mm camera and video at 2000 meters and video at 4000

meters. Phases II and III, video at 1800 and 2000 meters and 16mm camera

at 1800 meters.

6.4.1 Weather

Rain was intermittent for the two days of testing. The

weather conditions listed below were supplied by Ft. Lewis:

Date Time Temperature Humidity Wind Direction Wind
from (True) Speed

18th. 1100 510 89% - Calm

1200 520 89% - Calm

1300 510 92% - Calm

1400 520 82% - Calm

,  1500 51°  86% 1200 4 Knots

19th. 1100 530 77% 2000 8 Knots

1200 530 80% 1800 10 Knots

1300 530 83% 2000 10 Knots

1400 530 80% 2100 10 Knots

1500 510 85% 2000 8 Knots
1600 500 89% 1900 4 Knots
1700 490 89% 1900 4 Knots
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The Phase I testing went as planned on December 18, 1979 with

eight each of MOD "E", ORI and MBA spotting charges fired at a low QE of

522 mils. There were four observers at 2000 meters and three at 4000 meters.

Based on the scoring of the observers, (MOD "E" 174, MBA 143

and ORI 122, summarized in AppendixG ), the ORI spotting charge was

dropped from further testing. The smoke clouds for MOD "E" and MBA, when

observed, appeared similar in intensity and duration (see Figure 39). The

flashes observed were judged poor to none for both configurations.

For the Phase II testing, the observers at 4000 meters were

moved to 1800 meters due to poor visibility. There were four observers

at 1800 meters, and three observers at 2000 meters. The Phase II and III

testing was conducted on December 19th.

In the first part of Phase II testing, eight each MOD "E"

and MBA fuzes were fired at a low QE of 522 mils. The NBA spotting charge,

with the exception of one round, displayed a smoke cloud which was judged

to be good to excellent in both cloud size and persistence. The MOD "E",

while also performing better than during Phase I testing, was scored sig-

nificantly lower than the MBA spotting charge. See Figure 40 for a photo-

graphic comparison of the typical cloud size.

In the high QE (1054 mils) portion of Phase II testing, the

MOD "E" and MBA spotting charges performed pretty much the same with many

unobserved and relatively poor smoke clouds. The poor performance was not

totally unexpected. Static testing at MBA in September 1979 showed the

function time of the MOD "E" spotting charge to be an average of 2 ms and

MBA to be 2.5 ma, from ignition to display of smoke from the projectile

smoke ports, while the burial analysis reviewed above suggests that on soft
ground at high QE's these times are equivalent to, to slightly longer than,

projectile burial time.

Figure 41 presents ARRADCOM's estimate of the worst case,

most rapid burial condition for the 155mm projectile in question. This

I; condition exists in deeply saturated light sand soils. The ARRADCOM model
predicts coverage of the smoke ports located 19 inches back on the projectile,

1.8 milliseconds after impact.
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SMOKE CLOUD

MOD "E'

MBA TICL 4

FIGURE 40 dM

SMOKE CLOUD COMPARISON 0710-16985
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I M.

Based on the total scoring of the Phase II testing, the

MBA spotting charge was selected for the Phase III testing. Due to the

poor performance at the high QE firing, it was decided the Phase III

firing would be conducted at a low QE of 522 mils.

The Phase III results weremixed. Three out of the nine

firings results in smoke clouds judged good to excellent. The remaining

six rounds yielded mixed results reported by the observers, per Appendix

B, they ranged from fair to no visible smoke cloud.

It should be noted that rounds 1, 2 & 3 of this test series

were assembled to projectiles with 900 ports instead of 450 aft canted

ports because of a lack of available hardware in the later configuration.

The smoke clouds produced by the MBA spotting charge, part-

icularly in the low QE Phase II testing, were judged to develop the superior

cloud. However, due to the inconsistent performance of both the MOD E and

TiCl4 spotting charges, further improvement was needed.

6.4.2 Data Reduction

Figures 45 thro h 51 show the 90% confidence envelopes for

each of the fuze tests with the composite of MOD "E" and TiCl fuzes
4

shown in Figures 43 and 44. All data has been normalized by averaging the

evaluation with the number of observers, adjusting the evaluating to a

common scale, and using zero for a non-visible cloud. The cloud observations

are scaled from 0 to 4.

A standard procedure, see Appendix C, was used to determine
b the statistical quantities for 90% confidence. The curves can be inter-

preted as follows: The cumulative distributions shows the number of fuzes

*that will either exceed or be less than a certain value. Using Figure 45

as an example, the intersection of the lower curve with zero, (20), shows

the cumulative number of events that would not yield visible results or

conversely, 100 less the intersection value which will give visible results.

Because the curve is the 90% confidence envelope, this condition is stated
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as follows:

"You can be 90% confident that 80 times out of 100 the

observer will see a cloud."

These results for each individual test and the MOD "E"

and TiCl4 composites are shown in the bar chart of figure 42.

The center line between the 90% confidence lines is

included on the figures because it represents the average line or 50%

confidence curve. The test points are ordered in increasing values and

plotted on the figures using the procedures given in the reference.

Note that, for the most part, all data points fall within the 90% conf-

idence envelope and that approximately 50% fall on either side of the

50% confidence curve.

The composite 90% confidence performance of the MOD "E"

and the TiC14 configurations are approximately equal. The MOD "E" has

a lower average observed intensity, but also a lower dispersion about the

average than the TiCl4, which yields good high confidence values. The

TiCl4 , although some 40% higher than the MOD "E" in average observed

intensity, experienced a lower reliability and, therefore, a higher

dispersion. It can be expected that with reliability improvements, the

TiCl4 configuration will show much better results. For instance, if the
TiCl4 reliability is improved to match the MOD "E" configuration, some

92 out of 100 of the TiCI4 clouds would be visible at 90% confidence.

6.5 Contract Add-On

Anticipating additional ballistic and static testing to

qualify the Practice Fuze and XM804 Projectile, in November 1979 ARRADCOM

requested MBA to submit costing and delivery schedule for 576 747E2

P/N 9331823 Practice Fuze Assemblies loaded with SW522 Spotting Charge,

P/N 9331826, see Figures 53A and 53B.

SMA received the contract add-on to fabricate and assemble

the 576 Fuze Assemblies in February 1980, of which 330 Fuze Assemblies

were delivered to Ft. Sill, Oklahoma for ballistic testing and 246 (less

LAT (Lot Acceptance Test) and special test quantities (discussed below))

to ARRADCOM for packing and handling testing.
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As a result of the Ft. Lewis tests in December, MBA,

at the request of ARRADCOM, conducted a series of static tests using

Red Phosphorous (RP) in combination with the MOD "E" composition to

evaluate the possibility of the RP enhancing the smoke cloud density

and duration.

The RP and MDD "E" were loaded into the GFE smoke containers,

as shown in Figure 54, A cardboard disk was placed between the RP and

MOD "E" composition to maintain the low sensitivity of the MOD "E" compo-

sition during handling, Loaded were ten each RP/MOD "E" composition and

ten each standard composition MOD "E", see Table 11 for composition proportion.

The tests were recorded on video tape and instrumented with

break wires at the fuze detonator and the projectile smoke ports in the

same manner as all past testing.

Table 12 lists the test sequence, composition weight and

function times.

Reviewing the video tape (5 MBA personnel), it was agreed

that the RP did not add to the smoke cloud density. Based on this input,

ARRADCOM decided not to pursue this configuration.

Reviewing the function times of the MOD "E" composition

revealed considerably longer function times than measured in past testing.

An average time of 3.38ms was recorded (see Table 12) in comparison to

the September static test where the average time was 2.18ms, see Table 13,

lines 1 through 13. As a result of the increased function times, the Lot

Acceptance Tests (LAT) for the Ft. Sill shipment included evaluating the

composition particle size and blend times. The first nine batches of the

HOD "E" composition were screened through 325 micron screen. The zinc

dust was analyzed in the Fisher sub-sieve sizer and particle size of the

zinc dust averaged 5 microns, well within tolerance 7 + 3 microns stated

on drawing 9331826 (see Figure 53B).

At the conclusion of all testing, reviewing the data showed

no real decrease in the function time (see Table 13). A further examination

of the data revealed the relative humidity was higher in February 1980 than
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g I0 w ep

) TABLE 11

COMPOSITION WT.

FUZE SIN MOD "Ell VT. RED PHOSPHORUS
GRAMS WT. GRAMS

*250 33.5 7.5

251 32.9 7.1

252 33.4 7.4

253 32.7 8.0

254 32.8 7.4

255 21.3 15.3

256 20.4 14.3

257 21.2 14.4

258 23.7 14.7

259 20.3 14.7

260 45.7

261 45.4

262 45.9

263 46.5

264 46.2

265 45.2

266 45.1

267 45.0

268 44.8

269 46.3
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it was in September 1979. The relative humidity in the blending and

loading areas was about 102 in September 1979 and -between 38 and 40%

in February (see note 7 of Figure 53B for humidity spec.

The mean averages for the function times and the standard

deviations for both September and February test series were calculated

using the following equation:

x- -xn and s - ( -_ x 2

For the September test series:

x - 2.18 ms, s - .49 ms (n 13)

For the February test series:

x - 2.87 ms, a - .67 ms (n - 24)

The above results indicate that humidity could be a factor

in causing an increase in the function time of the composition.

Ballistic testing of sixty Practice Fuzes was conducted at

Ft. Sill the week of 10 March 1980. The tests had.Live observers stationed

between 1500 through 4000 meters from the impact area. The observers

reported slightly better than 50% spotting of the practice fuze smoke cloud

with a fair to poor rating (see Table 14). As a result of the poor showing,

the balance of the scheduled tests were cancelled.

7.0 RELIABILITY, FAILURE MODES AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS

7.1 Analysis

A Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis has

been completed for the XM747E2 Practice Fuze, and is summarized in Table

15. The classification of failures is accomplished in accordance with the

following definitions:

Critical - a single event failure resulting in a

significantly hazardous environment to

personnel.
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Major - a single event failure resulting in the

loss of capability of the item to perform

its intended function.

Minor - a single event failure resulting in no

effect or degradatioa of capability of

the item to perform its intended function.

The analysis indicates there are no critical failure modes

associated with the practice fuze.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

None of the compositions in any of the hardware configurations

tested were demonstrated to be ready for type classiciation.

Two of the candidate compositions, the ARRADCOM MOD "E" and

the MOD "E"/TiCl showed promise of being able to meet the training fuze
4'

spotting requirements with further development. Both performed well during

much of the ballistic testing but were inconsisent with respect to developing

a visible smoke cloud, particularly on soft impact media.

The ARRADCOM MOD "E" composition demonstrated the most consist-

ently acceptable performance in the ballistic tests. Also, this composition,

during certain of the static tests in the final hardware configuration with

four aft canted ports in the shell, demonstrated function times to smoke

onset of less than 2 ms (based on independent analysis by both ARRADCOM

*,I and MBA, approximately 2 ms is the worst case smoke port burial time on

soft media).

Large variability in static function time was measured for

MOD "E" lots blended late in the program. The cause of this erratic function

time is not known but needs to be understood so that it can be eliminated.

Laboratory testing of the ARRADCOM MOD "E" composition showed

it to be a stable, low sensitivity, pyrotechnic material very suitable for
blending and loading using normal safety procedures.
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The MOD "E"/TiC4 configuration, where the TiCi is a smoke
enhancer for the MOD "E" expulsion/smoke charge, produced excellent smoke

clouds with respect to size and persistence in almost all the static tests

and many of the ballistic tests. However. function times in the static

testing were somewhat erratic and probably excessively long where displays

were poor to non existent in the ballistic tests.

The long function times (if this is indeed the problem) are

believed to be due, in part, to the erratic times of the later blended lots

of MOD "E" discussed above. Also, a primary contribution to the functional

inconsistency is the more complex failure mode(s) possible with the duel

payload compartment configuration of the MOD "E"/TiCl4 design.

The MOD "E"/TiCl4 configuration, while a more complex

design, produced the largest, most persistent, clouds using the least

pyrotechnic material of any of the other candidates tested.

In summation of these conclusions, both the ARRADCOM MOD "E"

and MOD "E"/TiCl4 designs were demonstrated to be capable of producing

acceptable smoke clouds but their performance was erratic during ballistic

testing. Probably the function time of both designs as presently configured

is marginally long for soft media impact but this conclusion may be wrong

because of the erratic times recorded statically for the later blended lots

of MOD "E" composition.

8.2 Recommendations

Both configurations discussed in the conclusions should be
pursued since there is no reason to believe at this time that further

development will not yield a cost effective training fuze with either approach.

All aspects of the MOD "E" blending and loading procedure,

beginning with raw material control, in process procedures, environmental

control, etc., should be reviewed and quantified to identify and establish

requirements for minimum mean function times with low dispersions around

the mean.
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MOD "E" modifications with metal additives should be considered

and evaluated with the intent to decrease mean function time without signif-

icantly affecting material sensitivity.

The mechanical design of each fuze concept should be reviewed

and analyzed in detail to minimize function times. This is particularly

true of the MOD "E"/TiCl4 configuration where functional failure mode control

can be improved.

The training fuze/shell should be re-evaluated as a system

for the possibility of straight aft ejection of the smoke cloud. This

evaluation should include a cost effects analysis on the training shell.

All the studies and analyses recommended above should be

supported by suitable static testing ultimately leading to ballistic

performance verification testing.

Ii
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ADDENDUM 1 - SPECIAL TESTING

After program completion additional MOD "E" composition

testing was performed at ARRADCOM. The purpose was to determine if the

high humidity conditions which existed during blending of the later

batches, as discussed in the body of this report, was the cause of erratic

function times measured with units from these batches.

Twelve MOD "E" spotting charge assemblies were down loaded

and MOD "E" composition vacuum dried. Five charge assemblies were fab-

ricated from the vacuum dried material and sent to ARRADCOM for function

time testing.

The ARRADCOM results were as follows:

Unit Time

B/N 031080-1 3.23 ms

-2 2.76 "

-3 1.84 "

B/N 037080-1 1.85 "

-2 1.34 "

The results are inconclusive because the long time measure-

ment of (3.23 ms) is suspect. The mean for the other four measurements
is 1.70 ms and the sigma is 0.24 ms. Thus, the three sigma population

extends to 2.43 ms which is well below the 3.23 ms measurement. This

suggests the measurement itself is suspect; certainly the time is not

within the 3 sigma normal distribution of the other four units.

Additional testing of a much longer population size with

controlled moisture quantities is believed necessary to understand and

resolve this question.
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REQUIREMENTS:

A. The following requirements apply to a fuze/marker design

for artillery applications:

1. The fuze(s) shall arm and function superquick only (re-

gardless of setting) with a reliability not less than 97%. The fuze shall

be bore safe as a minimum. The probability of a premature close to the

weapon should not exceed I in 1,000,000.

2. It is desired that the fuze(s) not contain excessively

energetic materials or mechanisms such that if accidentally initiated

when assembled to an artillery projectile or ignited in a fire, it would

be considered non-hazardous to personnel in the immediate vicinity. Ex-

pulsion of fuze or projectile components with lethal velocities is not

acceptable.

3. Duds must be non-hazardous and stable enough for collection

and transportation to another location for destruction.

4. Duds must remain stable and unactivated when stepped upon

by troops engaged in training activities.

5. The fuze(s) functional principle shall be packaged in a

standard artillery contour configuration as shown in Figure Al.

6. The fuze(s) shall provide non-functional setting features

simulating those of Mechanical Time (MT), and Proximity (PROX) types.

This may be accomplished by use of appropriate interchangeable sleeves,

alternate body configurations, etc. Typical setting slot contours for

fMT and PROX fuzing is shown on Figures A2 and A3. The contour, weight

and center of gravity of each tactical version shall be matched as close

as possible so that ballistic match is preserved.

7. The fuze(s) shall fnction the spotting charge in the fuze

out to max ranges of the specified wapons. The spotting charge con-

tained within the fuze/projectile shall be visible to the naked eye out to

the range of 2000 meters (2500 meters desired).

r4



8. The fize(s) shall be operable between the temperature

limits of 0 -110F and withstand storage in standard level "A' packag-

ing for a period of not less than 10 years.

9. The fuze(s) shall be designed not to contain parts which

may be easily omitted or malassembled during assembly operations, par-

ticularly any that might make the fuze unsafe.

10. The fuze(s) shall be capable of withstanding all linear,

acceleration/deceleration forces, linear-lateral and angular velocity and

spin eccentricity encountered at all charges in the 105MM, 155MM, 8 inch

and 4.2 inch Weapons as indicated in Table Al.

11. The fuze(s) shall be designed to utilize an absolute

minimum of critical materials including copper or copper alloys.

12. The fuze(s) shall be so designed that all materials are
compatible.

13. The fuze(s) shall meet the requirements specified in

MIL-STD-331A, dated 15 October 1976; "Environmental and Performance

Tests for Fuze and Fuze Components" as follows:

a. Test 101.1 Jolt Procedure I: After completion of the

Jolt Test, each sample fuze used shall be subjected to Test 102.1 Jumble.

The fuze shall be considered acceptable provided the sample fuzes tested

comply with paragraph 3.1 of Test 101.1 Jolt.

b. Test 103 - Forty Foot Drop

c. Test 401 - Transportation Vibration

d. Test 108 - Waterproofness

e. Test 111.1 - 1.5 Metre Drop: Criteria A (Paragraph
4 3.1.1).

f. Test 114 - Rough Handling

14. It is desired that the unit production fuze cost after

the third year of mass production should not exceed $5.50 based on 1976

costs and a monthly production rate of 93,000 fuzes.

15. A Safety Statement will be required in accordance with

provisions of DIH 1322A.
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the relative drag coefficient between fuze types shall not exceed 0.5% (0.1%
desired) to satisfy ballistic match requirements. Refer to Fig. Al for typical
absolute values of drag coeeficients.

3-Dimension "A" indicates location of center of gravity.
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FIGURE Al
CONTOUR FOR ARTILLERY POINT PRACTICE FUZE
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NOTES:
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mortar (81mm and spin stabilized), shallow intrusion time point fuzes and deep
intrusion proximity point fuzes.
2-Orientation of fixed slot to moveable slot is for drafting convenience. Normal

when the fuze is set "safe" (as received by the troops) the moveable slot is
positioned counterclockwise from the fixed slot, for fuzes set clockwise when
viewed from the nose of the fuze. Conversely, when the moveable slot is positio
clockwise from the fixed slot, the fuze is set counterclockwise when viewed from
the nose of the fuze.

FIGURE A2
SETTING SLOT CONTOUR

(HAND SETTER ONLY) FOR ARTILLERY
AND MORTAR TIME POINT FUZES
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NOTES:

1-Figure A3 is used for dimensions of slots for hand setter on artillery mortar

(81=.- and spin stabilized), and shallow intrusion time point fuzes.

2-Orientation of fixed slot to moveable slot is for drafting convenience.
Normally when the fuze is set "safe" (as received by the troops) the moveable slots
are approximately 45 degrees counterclockwise from the fixed slot when viewed from
the nose of the fuze.

3-All other dimensions to be shown on Figure A2.

FIGURE A3
SETTING SLOT CONTOUR

(HAND SET'TER ONLY) FOR ARTILLERY AND
MORTAR TI1E POINT FUZES
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APPENDIX B
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so that :a ina rial cal be t-ed.

I, can hI lp you Since 50,. of the total numh,r
ol observation. will be above., ald

Set S pecification limis 5(1%b beluw, tho arithmetic ii:n,
the intercept of the ordinate and

2. Check matcrial or process per!'ormancc the 50% abscissa can be re.ad to

over a period of time ,,1,tain the mean directly.
To obtain the value of .,. an.-

3. 3 ',: a supplier's claims other well- ,iown property of I!
inornial distribution is used. On

by Donald Pecknor, A.saciate Editnr. Materiuls lin Dcsig& 1Engincrinq probability paper the area d -l.:-
the curve betweeit the lri, and

13 Application of statistical qual- amount of data, which may extend S.% abscissas __is equivalent to
ity contrnl principles is simplified over a wide range, is condensed the value of X ::-s. Thercfur'.
when arithmetic probability paper to only two numbers: the arith- determining the intercept of the

is used. This type of paper has nctic mean X, and the estimate curve with tie 84,% abscissa awl1

as its abscissa a probability scale, of the standard deviation, s. For .Aubiracting N will give the valiue

and as its ordinate a linear arith- most engineering purposes, the of x directly.
tactic scale on which the variable arithmetic mean and the estimale How to plot the data

is plotted, of standard deviation, together. The next few paragraphs de-

On a probability plot. a large furnish the information necessary .crihe how to plot data on prob-

TAOLE I-CUMULATIVE PERCtNTS CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS SAMPLE SIZES

Observatlon 2,,," I
Number 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24;' 25 26 27 1 2329 j

1 5 4.5 4.2 3.8 3.6 3.3 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.11 2.0 1.9 1.9 I , 1.7
2.... 15 13.6 12.5 11.5 10.7 10.0 9.4 8.8 8.3 7.9 7.5 7.1 6.8 6.5 6.251 6.0 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 z,,
3 ......... 25 22.7 20.8 19.2 17.8 16.7 15.6 14.7 13.9 13.2 12.5 11.9 11.4 10.9 10.4 10.0 9.6 9.3 ?.q 86 .3
4 ........, 35 31.8 29.2 26.9. 25.0 23.3 21.9 20.6 19.4 18.4 17.5 16.7 15.9 15.2 14.6 14.0 13.5 13.0 I 12.5 12.1 1.
5 .... 45 4.9 37.5 34.6 32.1 30.0 28.1 26.4 25.0 23.7 22.5 21.4 20.4 19.6 18.751 18.0 17.3 16.7 16l ;5.5 1,'
6 ...... 55 50.0 45.8 42.3 39.2 36.7 34.4 32.3 30.6 29.0 27.5 26.2 25.0 23.9 229' 22.0 21.2 2n.4 1S.6 19.0 i,
7 ....... 65 59.1 54.2 50.0 46.4 43.3 40.6 38.2 36.1 34.2 32.5 0.9 29.6 28.3 21.11 26.0 25.0 24.1 23.2 ,2.4 21

8.. ...... 75 63.2 62.5 57.7. 53.5 50.5 46.9 44.1 41.7 39.5 31.5 35.7 34.1 32.6 31.251 30.0 28.9 27.8 26.8 15.9 ..
9 ... 85 17.3 70.8 65.4 60.7 56.7 53.1 50.0 47.2 44.8 42.5 40.5 38.7 37.0 35.4 34.0 22.7 31.5 30 ; 2" -' 3

10...... 95 86.4 79.2 73.1 67.8 63.3 59.4 55.9 52.8 50.0 47.5 45.2 43.2 41.3 ,9.6 1380 n .6 35.2 W , 8 31
II .. .. 95.5 875 80.5 15.0 70.0 65.6 61.8 58.4 55.3 52.5 50.0 41.7 45.7 43.75 42.0 40.4 38.9 37.5 62 .c
12 . ..... 95.8 88.5 82.1 76.7 71.9 67.7 63.9 60.6 57.5 54.7 52.2 50.0 41.9 I 46.0 44.2 42.6 41.1 39.7 ,s3

13 ......... ....... ... 96.2 89.2 83.3 71.1 73.6 69.4 65.8 62.5 59.5 56.8 54.4 52.1 50.0 48.1 46.3 4..6 43.1 1.1/

14 ..... .. ................ ....... 96.4 90.0 84.4 79.5 75.0 71.1 67.5 64.4 61.4 58.7 56.25 54.0 51.9 50.0 4 -2 46.6 4 to
15 ........ ........ .............. 96.7 90.6 85.4 80.6 76.4 72.5 69.1 66.0 63.1 60.4 58.0 5r'd 53.7 51 4 500 44 1
16 ........ .......... .. .................. 96.9 91.2 86.1 81.6 77.5 73.8 70.5 67.4 64.6 62.0 596 57.4 1 5.4 653.7 1.7
17 ........ .................................. 91.1 91.7 86.9 82.5 78.6 75.0 71.8 68.751 66.0 63.5 61.1 1 5S.1 561 5t
18 ......... ..... ......... .................. ........ .... 91.2 92.2 87.5 83.4 79.6 76.1 72.9 70.0 67.3 61.8 62.5 GO, 4 !,S'
19 ....... ...... ........ ..................................... 97.4 92.5 88.1 84.1 80.5 77.1 174.0 71.2 68.5 C6.1 63 . 17

20.... ........... .................................... 97.5 93.0 88.6 84.3 81.251780 750 72.2 6.6 673 6-j u
21 .. ....... ......... ...... ......... ........ .. ........ .............. 97.7 93.2 89.2 85.4 1 82,0 78.8 75.9 73.2 70.7 6&.3
22 .... . ... ......................... .............. ..... ............... .97.7 93.5 89.6 86.0 82.7 79.6 76. 7" 17
23 ....... ..... ... .. .. .......... . ... ............. : .................. I ...... 97.9 93.75 90.0 86.5 63.3 80A 77.6 7.20
4 24....... ..... ...................... .... ..... .............. .......... ... 91.9 940 90.4 87.0 83.9 ,.1.1 18.3

.... . ... .... . . ... .... .. ...... .. ... .... ...... ......... ........ ..... ........ ... ..0. . 8 3 2i]" .. ... ... ..... ...........! .. .. .... ........ .................. ....... ...... I ...... ...' .... .... " 91 " 0 b5
28 .............. 9 . ? 9.. 61

12J * MATEi(lAI.14 1W n ?, ,
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I11 I stenth-,a- O24 0

001 U1 05 2 10 30 50 70 90 98 0411 0.1 0.5 2 go 3 50 s 70 90 98
Cumuioti4e Percent Cumulative Percent

1--Th.i ,J'uionof teluasiib sIrcitglJ4 opt trith~ntic prob- 2-ist'jbltiul of Yield xtrcenqtl foreraslc~a~.'.
. 11ii n ru~, is tiesiwratc chrek ut -niatericl perfnamuncIte. ex.'jied raluhcs for- use ina sa'Ltaeg spodjiicidriorliuis.

ability paper ill two siluationwi: ofk increasing magnitude and as- observations in each interval and
1) v.lhik the niumber of data is sign eachi datumi point a cuniula- determine the cumulative per*-
sinaall, and 2) wilei tile data are t ive percentage value 'from ceittage in and below tile interval.
avaiLauke in large (ituantitit's that Tablc 1. 3. Plot the cumulative percent
valiliot. hre coliveaiietitly handled 2. Choose anl app~ropriate scale on the probability scale agaitisL
withillit grouping. onl the abscissa and plot the data thle top of each interval oil the

After :arranginrg the data so against the appropriate curnula- abscissa.
t hat uiulilative percentages can tive percentage value onl the A typical arrangement of data

be obu:~ined and iplottcd, thle next ordinate, is .,lwwn in Tai~le 3.
,tel) is to determine the scatter Taible 2 is an example of ran. How probcbility paper
oi diata that mlight be enl- doin numbers rearranged and as- can~ be used
countered. This caLn be (lone by signed a cumulative percentage To rheck ?natcrial per firinamice
making use of the! confidence enl- from Table 1. -Fig 1 demutistrates the use of
velope. % iiich is described in de- When tile number of data is arithmetic probability paper to
tail ;in an accompanying box. large-When more than 30 obser- dieck performance of u material.

When tile nitipther of data -,s vations must be plotted, the meth- The data represent a isermanent
xpiall (30 or le'ss)-Arithmetic oil just described becomes both mocld cast :aluminunm alloy witii
probability' paper, in this case, lengthy and tedious. The proce- U specified minimum teisile
is used a.i follows: (lure is varied as follow,&: :4tremgthi of 25,000 psi. Uata were

1. Arrange tile data in order 1. Tabulate the number of ob- obtained over a three inonth peri-
Sservations that lie in equal-sized od. As seen in Fig 1:

intervals. The interval Should be 1. Averagre tensile strensath to
TARLZ 2-AIIRANG194G DATA FOR USg at least 10 times the last signifi- be expected is 26.50 pisi.

WITHTAUK Icant figure to which the values 2. By inspection, the inteieept
are measured, of the specification miz~imuln andt

h'c~rrnged,2. Calculate the percentage of th uv niatesta 2%o
Magitude Cumiulativefiecreid. tht25o

Observation Incasing Percent* AL -RAGN AO NPDR 7OSRABN

37 ....... .. 410 1.5Num ber at Obseivations EcbZer:*tioIs Cumive

491 ............... 463 20.8 Interval, ait y un' its ( In. Eah Intral~. In ac In teviiv t,. e rcn
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Cumulative Percent Cumulative Percent

40-1,10 groupis of hardueLss data are corntpured. Since 4-Conficdeuec enveclope for logarithuiC jprobabilit, 1sape.~t

con jidt nce eclodpe:: do not ove.rlaji at the 50% ordinate, Estituate of standard dcviation (s) is made equivalent
tise groups are different and Process A will produce to distance between 50% urdinate and either 16% or

ftt result$ Mhan IProrecs V 9517 of the time. 84% ordinate.

the iuatcriul will probably be be- expected values of yield strength, values. Since the confidence en-
lowv the specifiation minimum. tensile strength. elongation, etc.. velopes do not overlap at the 60%

3. The coinidence envelope in- and incorporate them into a spe- ordinate, it can be stated with
dicates that 05 tinics out of 100, cification. lin this use the prob- 95% confidence that the two heat
as~ little as 7.5% and as much as ability plIot in Fig 2 indicates that treating processes are siginifi-
45% of the muaterial can be ex- 95% of the time a specified yield cantly different.

*pected to exhibit a tenoile strength strength of 70,000 psi will be ob- When Cata 2re not
belu~v the specification minimum. tained 08 times out of 100. normally distributed

Pruhability paper, then, shows To compare sets of data-An One major shortcoming of prctb-
the Lilgineer 1,ow well a material additional useful application of ability papier should be ited
is performig and suggests a arithmetic probability paper is here. If the data do not fall on
course of action to follow. In this the comparison of several gets Of an approximately straight lii~c
case, there are two possible data to determine whether they when plotted on w~ithruetie proh-

4Courses: either revise the ape- were picked from the same or ability paper, this mcthncl of
citication properties ill -accordance from different distributions. This analysis cannot be ti-&d. id: 1

withi the facts of actual per- is a general engineering problem sleviatioli from a straiuit !ine in-
forinance, or choose & new alloy since many situations occur wvhere dicates a skewed disitrib~d Lull

for the application, a design or process is changed (some types of data'. Such as3
To set up sprCicatio ita iits- andl a decision must be made as to ineasuremnkst of interiaminar re-

Take a rase where a literature whether a real improvement has sistance or stress ruptlure. seemi

'1survey turii'd upl a promising been obtained, i.e., an improve- to be inhlerenltly skewedl). wrhoercas
c~isting alloy bit, as usual, only nwnt that matches the economic the scale of the abiscis:4a has Iwo.n
average mechanical properties ractors involved. bas,'sl rn a normial dimltribution.I were fluoted. Since an arithmetic Two heat treating methods The ease with which the aritn-
average gives no indication of gave the hardness results plotted rietic mneanu kT) and the estimate
values at the extremes of a dis- in Fig 3. Although the variation of standardl dcviati,'n (a) can ba
tribution, a maore precise estimate in hardness produced by process Obtained mo.,netimes Weads wo 1i
of mochnnical properties wats A is no less thin that produced artificial "fit" of a -straight litta
need for specvifiention purposes. by process B, :, coinparison of the Lo the tatta with the conlsequcnce:

By pouiringe tensile bars from arithmetic means (Y) Shows that that invalid data are obtained. If
severali r,-xperiwental hnuts, it fis process A will consistetitly pro- the data are skewed. then -Valid s
possible to forecast the ininimum duce higher average. hardness must be enl-uhiled niathematicallY



01' liw diiiLUbLioli of logarithms
of thu vicrvatioti. must be con-

U 1;"4 d 'thnl. are ustd, two FACTOR k FOR f,1ULTIPLY/1.i T139 cSTIrATb STANDAnD DVIATIONSe i t I~jO'clA:ih ar sedI the OF 19 A142 a TO G2TAIN CONFIDENCE £E4vrLOPES

first, the logarithms of the obser- Sample Siac
vatio.. are plotted on arithmetic Pobability
probability paper. This is often Level, % 10.15 16-20 ZI.30 Vely Lafge

i ~ ~ 114r n ujivn~iut,lt than using logo-.ritll i e. pro a ii usir b a-se 90 ..................... I 1.78 1.73 1.11 &.65
rithmie probability paper because 95 ..................... 2.17 2.10 2.06 1.5
the scale of the abscissa can be S9 ..................... 3.03 2.68 2.79 2.58
clhoiset to fit each set of data,
vh ile the loanriLitmic probability
Plle' has a lx,:d number of The onfdn- E, velopa

cycles. If logarithinic probability
PaPer has a fixed number of its SiljpifiCalO iOW to construct it
l.•Iadard deviation, 3, is obtained In Fig 1-4 nsote that an "an. Drawing the confidence en-

* by subtracring the log 6" fit, .50% velopO" has beei drawn around velopo is done on the basis of
value from the !ug o Cil! value the curve representing test the following i.,cts:
-it S4,t' and expisil.g .; as tie observations. The confidence 1. The true arithmetic man
dilferenav in log: or it. I'ttons level chosen and the cozifduenee lies within the interval * "/ "

envelope associated with it are wt.in iksiVnr
• used to answer the question,

The confidence cuvelope-If the "How reliable are the state- 2. The true standard devia-
loga ithins of a set of observa- meats that have been made?" tio_ lies within the interval
tions are plotted on arithmetic Note also that two sets of ' s =ks/\2
probability paper, the mechanics similar observations oil the saute The constant, k, depends on
of determining the confidence en- material, plotted on probability the number of observations anti
velope are, the sante as those noted paper, will give rise to slightly desired confidence level, while t
in the box. If logarithmic prob- different distributions. The use represents the inber of obier-
ability ln:,pcr is used, the method of a cunfidene envelope, which vation. The accompanying tablefor calculating tile limits of the takes into account errors in the lists approximate values of I;
t cilifidence cnvele is varied mean (X) and estimate of the for different confidence levels

staldard deviatiu (s), becutaies -and sample sizes.sligh~tly. lather tianm estimating u a necessity if the interval with- Using the values of " aa
on tile basis of log differences, in whici a distribution lies is to derived from Fig 1, the con-
ineasure the distance between the be d'terrmined. deive o For the on-
50% ordinate and 16% or 84% The "confidence level" de- fine eve o s osr
u."dinato as shown in Fig 4. This sired must be determined. For
distance is representative oi the most engineering purposes, tile The arithmetic mean lies
v"luue of a and may be substituted 95% coutidence level is general- within the range = Ls / Vn.
for a ill fie equation used to de- ly chosen. The degree of cer- Front Fig 1, we note that --
ttrininu the limits of the con- tainty associated with this con- 2550 psi. From the accompanying

hdknce envelope (see box). fidence level will satisfy ahlost table, on the basis of a 95% con.
Constu a sta i;clan all etgincering requirements. fidence level and 22 observations,Ci ial et One danger of using too high I. = 2.06. Therefore, ks / v"=
i a lta confidence level (such as the -(2.06) (2550) / V 1120

The graphical methods just de- 99% level) arises from the fact psi.
Scribed ar excellent tools for that it% many engineering in- The ra.ng of tile estimate of
evaluatiig properties of materials vestigations a great many obser- the staidard devia.tion is = ks /
antd processes after data have vations cannot be made. Fig 5 %12n. Since k and s remain
been obtained. If possible, the on the next page indicates that the same, the interval is :L
services of a statm istician should the degree of reliability increases (2.00) (25f50) / %i.14 79
6-: obtlinedI beforei a program is with the number of observations. psi. .
,'un in order to obtain Maximum It also increases when the cunfi- To con.truct the confidence
betefits ,orn a ntiiintim of data. dence level is decreased. In other envelope, at 50 cumulative p.r-

The statistically designled #'%- words, as the width of the conti- cent plot two pait: one 1120
e stist*il d1si ped dence envelope decreases, the psi aL,,vn anti one 120 l.si b.:-peine ntil progr'im, as opposed anlluitn of scatt r to be expected lo the curve. At 16 and *."

tn the normal enieerin "oe {t in data al.;o decreases. By sacri- cugulitire percent, plot points
Sa time" approach, will vary se- ficing soime digree of certainly 1910 p.i (1120 psi + .5 0 ps.)
cral p ar'.:.eters at one time. A it is possible t-, actually increase above and below the curve. Con-

01, .- :tisti:,i design m:y evaluate the practical utility of a state- nectilmg the points produces thethe eMi.S:MnCC Of ihteractionis be- mentuof m~aterial properties, confidence envelope.
1-%" I e'li ,sOeeral var'i:libles, tIsually '
One, Of tile pitfalls of the "one at a



6talawtical LechfliC4ue -permit-***

zccesiary to hitike a reliable de- 13,j ~
cibion. Sin)CU the Cost Of making - 1____1_
eaih obs~ervation is usually fixed, 2 T j V40such kuauwlcdgo% call save the engi- n V / 1

The importance of statistics as C "Z7exec
a tool for all enginieers cannot be Vo/ue to
overcinphasized. It is a particular- 2 0 *EI

ly valuable tool for those who are A

required to predict results or 9

expenivjV iro:,:raii&s on the basis 11

of a few test; results. large / j to expect

Pvaluation errors may be made 7 _ 1

rlakl'. Consider. for example.
thesec two diametrically opposed A~/7~
vxtriiies of evaluation errors: * ___ Ijj

1. A positive result is obtained 00 at 05 2 10 30 50 70 90 98 995
iii, i e first trj:,l when the proh.- cumulative Porcen?
ability of obtaisting such a result S-Reietbilie,, joc-lt- as thre uptinbcr of *bserrittivits iner. us.. A .vwmilfar
is relatively low. This is an un- effect results ,,a'Jcn thec confidcee level is decreased.
iurttlru-:e situation since a large
effvrt may be expeunded ill a at at-
tcript to obtaili the origiar.il re. positive result is relatively high. that a large and wasteful %effort
sult. This pilaces the predictor in the may be mnade to develo~p anothor

2. The reverse may occur and a position of, perhaps, disconitinu- method whelk the first would ha..:
- ~ negitive result is obtained wheni ing aI potentially succes.%fil pro- Iseen the most satisfactory one.

thre probability of obtaining a ject. The unfortunate corrollary is (inarE& on-I Ois J 71

What Is Probability Paper?
Thre tievelopment of arithmectic probability perenit is plotted on the probability scale qaneeth

p'aper can be visualized as follows: Assume that A probability curve represents the integral of thu
r.jrresetits the standard normal distribution curve area under the normal probability curve. Cwnula-
iii a se't of data, the familiar *'bell-sliapel" curve tive percentages for varying numbers of ob-,vr-va-
eit.'inetl by o Mt = (1/ VW'et/.Integrating 0(t) tions are given in Table 1.
results in a curve similar to B on which is

luttell the cumulative percent of observations at Getting te ppaPr
or below a given Value, against that value. If the Two sources for probability paper arv: Cadvx

nenhineary, about tire 50% value, the curve be- logarithmic-No. 3128), and IXeuifol & Esser Co..
comes a straight line (C) and the scale of the New York City (arithimetic-No. .159-23, log.aritli-
arazeissa becomes a probability scale. Cumulative mie-No. 359-22C).
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